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USE OF A ,IIND Tun'N%I, TO DFTERMIN';: TIIE PERFORWNCE OF SL@XDER VINGS 
SUITABLE FOR A SUPZRSONIC TRMISPORT AIRCRAFT 

J. Y. G. dvans 

Drag coefficients obtained from surface pressure measurements are compared 
with those derived from balance measurements, both vnth free and wzth nrtlflcially 
flxed boundary layer transitdon, in order to judge whether such w.nd tunnel tests 
can be used to predict the performance of slender mlngs of the types bclng 
studled for superson3c transport au-craft. 

rhlle a satisfactory level of accuracy can be achxved in most cases at 
zero lift, a better understanding of the boundary layer behaviour over such ~xngs 
at incidence 1s requred before results on a llftlng model can be extrapolated to 
full scdc with full confdence. 

--- 
Replaces R.A.E. Tech, Ncte No. Rero 288!+ - A.R.C. 24818. 
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1 IliTKODUCTION 

Drag oan be determined either by integrating surface pressures measured in 
a wind tunnel and adding a skin frictioi term estimated for the flight condLtions 
or by messwIng the total drag in the wind tunnel and subtracting an estimated 
&fference in skin friction drag between tun,lel and flight Reynolds numbers. The 
first method is usually more informative and the pressure distributions can be 
compared directly with theoretical estim&tes, but often a very large number of 
pressure points are required to give adccAu:rte accuracy. Consequently, it is a 
more common practice to measure to overall forces on the model and to attempt to 
estimate the viscous drag at the tunnel Reynolds number as well as for the flight 
case. For slender wing designs of the types being studied for supersonic trans- 
port aircraft at Mach numbers between 2 and 3, the skin friction drag in the wind 
tunnel may form a large portion of the total drag (sometimes as much as 7Oz of 
the drag at zero lift), and in this Note drag values from balance measurements 
are compared with those oatained from surface pressure measurements in order to 
Judge hoa successfully such wind tunnel dots can be used to predict the full scale 
performance of these designs. 

In order to estimate the viscous drag at the tunnel Reynolds number, it IS 
necessary first to locate the regions of laminar and turbulent boundary layer. 
If transition is allowed to occur naturally on the model, this can be done by 
observing the rate of sublinsation of a surface film of a suitable chcrmcal, but 
as t!hc model must be resprayed for eacn condition of test t'ne technique is used 
more easily in a small intermittent tunnel than in a pressurised continuous- 
operation tunnel. Partly for this reason and partly because there is a danger 
that regions of laminar flow which wo&d not be present full scale may modify the 
external flow, e.g. by affecting flow separations or shock-wave/boundary layer 
interaction, an alternative technique has been developed where transition 1s 
artificially induced near the leading edge by a narrow band of dlstrlbuted rough- 
ness applied to the surface. The roughness, which consists of carborwdum grit 
or Ballotini (spherical glass beads) should be Just large enough to cause transi- 
tion close behind the band. USC of a roughness band obviates the need for 
repeated investigation of the transition front, but raises other problems for, 
in adiiLtion to the increase in skin friction drag with fomard. movement of the 
transition rigion, some allowance must be made for the drag of the roughness 
including any changes in surface shear due to distortion of the boundary layer 
profile Just downstream of the roughness. 

Balance measurements both with free and with fixed transition and also 
pressure bstributions have been obtained on a number of slender vings in the 
Royal Liz-craft Xstabllshment 8 ft x 8 ft wind tunnel, and results for threz of 
these Jiings are compared over a range of Reynolds numbers at a Mach number of 

The wings chosen are (1) an uncambered slender ogee of smooth planform and 
%?ckness distribution (type C of Ref.l), (2) ano$her uncambered slender ogee with 
a less smooth planform and thickness distribution and (3) a thin-vring/body 
arrangement which is one version of the British Aircraft Corporataon/Sud Aviation 
'Concorde'. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

2.1 Description of the models 

General views and some relevant dimensions of the three models ara given in 
Figs.1, 2 and 3. For the present investigation, the models are identified as A, 
B and C, where A and B are the two ogee wing designs and C is the wing/body 
layout. 

The ogee wings are slender (Mach number normal to the leading edga does 
not exceed 0.65 at a free stream M = 2.0),the leading edges are sharp and the 

. thickness distributions are chosen to give low wave drag and to cause little or 
no adverse pressure gradients on the surface. The planform of model A is close 
to a delta except for the streamwise tips, but that of model B is more 'waisted' 
and the forepart is practically a body with a small chine which develops into a 
wing further aft. Model C has a thin wing (less than 3% thickness-chon3)which is 
mounted low on a cylindrical body; the planform is less slender (Mach number 
normal to the leading edge is close to unity at free stream M = 2.0),the wing is 
slightly cambered and has rounded leating edges of small radius. 

Thus the models A, B and C have flow characteristics of increasing 
complexity. On model A, surface contour chenges are very gradual and, except in 
the immediate vicinity of the leading edge, the velocity perturbations do not 
exceed 3%. Model B is intermediate in the sense that it goes some way towards 
the central body and thin wing complexity of C, but avoids any abrupt changes in 
slope or any steep pressure gradients. 

All three models were mounted in turn on the same 2.25in.dlameter internal 
strain-gauge balance and 2.1 in. diameter rear sting. On model C, the sting 
emerges from the truncated rear end of the body, but models A and B are distorted 
by a cylindrioal sting shroud which extends to the wing trailing edge. Surface 
pressures have been measured with this shroud present and consequently the wave 
drags quoted are lower than those for the clean wings. 

2.2 Transition detection 

The location of the natural transition front on each surface of the wings 
without roughness bands wasobtained by a sublimation technique3, using acenapthene 
as an indicator. The tunnel temperature is kept low in order to delay the 
sublimation process until the required speed, density and model attitude are 
reached. Usually the pattern is formed about half to one hour after reaching 
test conditions and a photographic record is made while the tunnel is r-g. 

2.3 Transition fixing 

The band of roughness used to promote early transition was placed 0.10 in. 
clear of the wing leading edge, measured in the direction normal to the edge, and 
various widths of band have been tried from 0.5 in. down to 0.1 in. Ideally the 
grade of roughness used should vary with the conditions of test, the optimum size 
increasing with increasing Mach number and decreasing with increasing Reynolds 
number. Current practice in the R.A.E. 8 ft x 8 ft tunnel is to use Grade 60 
Carborundum grit throughout the range of supersonic tests on slender wings as 
this size has been found by experience to be just sufficient to move the 
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transition front forward at he higher end of the Tlach number range (14 = 2.8, 
Rey. Tro./rt approx. 2.2 x IO ). k The grains are sprinkled on to a thin layer of 
Araldite adhesive (about 0.001 in. thxk), the band position ard width beiq, 
controlled by ternporarilytnaskrngthe neighbouring surface. The average density 
of particles is about 200 per square in,, i.e. less than 2: of the adhesive is 
covered by the grit. 

Carborudum grains have an irregular shape azl although the nominal grain 
size of 60 grade 1s 0.0098 In., careful slevlng of d typical crxmwxical sample 
showed that 27: was caught by a No.52 mesh zcreen (aperture 0.0116 III.) 68: 
passed through thLs screen, xt was caught by a iTo. menh screen (aperture 
0.0083 in.) while the remairnng 5-h passed through both screens. Sieved par t~~c1e.s 
caught between the two screens are usel, but obviously partxles exceeding 
0.0116 m. m one dunemlon canbe included and these may stand on erxl in the 
roughness bar& Consequently rt is difi'rcult to establish an effectLve roughness 
height with any precision. Inopectlon of a sample length of band revealed thet:- 

3% of the particles were over 0,014 in, high, 

95 of the particles were between 0.012 in. and 0.014 in. high, 
IYb of the particles were be:ween 0.010 in. and 0.012 in. high, and 
73: of the particles were less than 0.010 in. high. 

Thus not only do soire particles stand on ed to give roughness heights up t1 
0.015 In. or so, but the bulk of the grains 1~ flat on the surface arri contra- 
bute little to the transition process. Carl:oruxhm grit is not ideal ior thds 
purpose and a roughness element of a more un~fonn size and shape is desirable. 
Ballotini (spher~~cal glass beads) have been tried with soxe success, but a 
better solution may be to use a prefabricated roughness consisting of a single 
row of suitably shaped (triangular planform~) elements at appropriate spacing, 
which are either etched or moultled on a very lhinbacking strip of metal or 
plastic. 

Several attexr@ have been made to establish generalised data for the 
minimum height of dr.otrlbuted roughness necessary to cause premature transition. 
At low speeds and for roughness heights irhlch arc approolably smaller than the 
local boundary layer height, experimental data correlates well when expressed in 
terms of a roughness Reynolds number, P$, form& from the roughness height, k, 
ard the flow condit:ons in the und~:;turbed 'ooudary layer at the pOslbOn C’f the 
top of the roughness clement. A similar approach h&s been tried at superson-rc 
speeds, for example in Ref.1, braslow nrd Knox reconu~leelrl a vslue of Rk 'sl%htly 

larger than 6~)' for transition movement in the cbsence of uressure gradients 
or heat transfer at Xach numbers ul, to 5. In a later paper3, Braslow note:: that 
larger values of the critxal Reynolds nu&or way be needed irhen the roughness 
height is equal to or greater than the boundary layer thickness. 

At subsonic speeds, the transition front moves forwa?xl'to the roughness 
ban3 following a slight increase in Reynolds number above the critical value at 
which turbulent spots first appear An the wake of the roughness. At higher speeds, 
the forward movement may be lesn rapid an3 a very large increase in Rk may be 
needed to bring the transition right up to the bar& Van Driest arxl Blumer6 



have shown clearly that for a single row of roughness elements on a IO0 cone at 
M = 2.7, the transition front moves forward rapidly with increase of Rk until 
it is at a distance behird the elements equivalenl to a Reynolds number of 
0.5 x lo6 but very little change In this value occurs Fnth s further increase of 
two or three times in umt Reynolds number. At l/i = 2.0, the corresp ding 
distance has a Reynolds number :Thxch is thought to be about 0.3 x 2 10 . Potter 
and Whltfield7 have attempted to use the very lmited evdence available to 
form generalised curves for predicting the forward movement of the transition 
front ad conclude that, at M = 3 say, a value of Rk of about 10,000 is required 

to bring transltlon right up to the roughness. It is doubtful whether such 
large values of roughness have any practical slgnifxance because the associated 
roughness drag and the distortion of the boundary layer profile would be 
excessive. A smaller sxe of roughness appears to be preferable even if the 
transition front then occurs at a short &stance behind the roughness bad. 

Roughness heights calculated from the data given by the authors mentioned 
are shown in the following table together with an estimate of the locnlbourdary 
layer height, 6. The distance from the leading edge to the effective roughness 
measured m the streamwise direction is taken to be 0.5 m. 

TABLE 1 

Estimated bourdsrg la.yer and minimwi roughness height 

I---- 
-- - 

Boundary layer height 

Braslow and Knox 
Rk > 6~0 

VanDriest ad Blumer 
$;;(;;F;fJUSt 

roughness) 

Potter and "hitfield 
(Transition at 
roughness) 

6 1n 

k In. 

k in. 

k In. 0.052 0.035 

I - 

1 .5 x KJ 
6 

0.013 

> 0.0085 

0.010 

0.023 

16 = 2.0 

! x 10 
6 

---- 

0.011 

> 0.007 

0.008 

0.017 

The calculations cover a range of Reynolds numbers/ft from 1 to 2 x ,06 
because balance measurements on the ogee wings vlth 60 grade carborudum sug 
that most of the transltion movement occurs in the neighbourhood of 1.5 x 8 

est 
10 . 

At this condition an3. also at the upper end of the speed range, the effective 
height of the csrborundum 1s close to the boundary layer height; it is slightly 
larger than the height given by the 5, = 600 crzterion or by the Van Driest ard 
Blumer formulae, but it is considerably less than that suggested by Potter ad 
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Whitfield. In making these conparxsons it should be remembered that the high 
leading edge sweep of these models, the short dutance of the band from the 
leading edge and local pressure &r.dlcnts (especially on model C which has s 
rounded leadlng edge) can have a consderable effect on the transltlon process. 

2.4 Range of tests and estiwted accurac.y 

Surface pressures have been measured on models A and B only. Tests were 
at a Reynolds number of 2 x 106/ft and the wave drag at G? = 2.0 is taken from 
mean curves through data obtained over a range of Macn numbers from 1.4 to 2.8. 
Each model had approximately 100 pressure holes placed so RS to @ve the bes,t 
information for subsequent integration. Examlnatlon of possible experimental 
Inaccuracies suggests that any errors in the drag coeffxlents should not exceed 
+0.0001. 

Balance measurements at I! = 2.0, at zero incidence have been made on 
wing A at Reynolds numbers of 2.1 x 106/ft and 4.3 x 106/ft ,dlowing free transl- 
tion, at Reynolds numbers from 2 to 4.6 x 106/ft with an 0.1 in. wde roughness 
band and at 2 x 106/ft with an 0.25 in. wu3e band. Corresponding measurements 
have been made on vrlng B at a Reynolds number of 2.5 x 106/ft allowing free 
transition, at Reynolds numbers between 2 and 4.5 x 106/CY with an 0.1 in. vide 
roughness band and at 2 and 3 x 106/ft with a 0.5 in. wde band. The 0.1 in. 
ulde band on mung B extended ody over a short distance near the apex 
(0 6 x/co g 0.15) and over the rear (0.45 c x/co c 1) of the leading edge bacausc 
the free transxtion test showed that the sweep and thlclcness distribution was 
suffuxent to make the boundary layer self-contaminating over the forepart of 
thx wxng. 

Model C has been tested at the s,u?e Mach number but at both C L = 0 and 

0.1. Measurements have been made nt a Reynolds number of I .6 x 106/ft allotsang 
6 free transltion,at Reynolds numbers between 2 and ~6 x 10 /ft vuth an 0.1 1-n. 

nlde roughness band and at 2.15 x 106/ft wth an 0.25 ill. rude band. Free 
transitIon on this model was restricted to the wing surfues and transitlon was 
Xxed on the body by a narrow band of roughness near the axdex. 

In all cases, a mean result is quoted for each model tested both right-Tray- 
up and inverted. Possible errors in the drag coefficrents are estlmated to be 
less than ?O.O002at the lower end of the Reynolds number r,?nge and less than 
+0.0001 at the hztghest Reynolds nudxrs. 

For later reference, the rntio of the area of the roughness band to tie 
reference area of the wing for each of the conf>.gu-atIons tested is given io the 
following table:- 

TABLE 2 - Ratlo of roughness band area to refwence wing area 

Node1 
RouEJlncss band area/wing area !---k A B C 0.5 --- in. 0.18 band 0.25 0.072 0.065 in. - band 0.1 0.029 0.025.. 0.026 in. band 1 

I 

gminimum length band (0 6 x/co 4 0.15 ad. 0.45 c x/co c 1). 
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3 ESTIMATION OF SKIN FRICTION DRAG 

3.1 Fully turbulent boundary la.yer - 

The skin friction drag for a fully turbulent boundary layer has been 
determined by calculating that for a flat plate of the same planform, using strip 
integration, and increasing the flat plate value in the ratio of total%etted 
areas of model to flat plate. (In one case, model B, a local thickness factor was 
applied to each strip before integration but the resulting drag was close to the 
value obtained by using anoverallthickness factor.) The method cannot be 
applied with ar+y confidence to complex three-dimensional shapes having high local 
curvatures and steep pressure gradients; for instance uqxiolinhed investigations 
an the 8 ft x 8 ft tunnel on a delta wing with adverse pressure gradients due to 
camber have andioeted local values of surface sheer which are less than half of 
the corresponding flat plate valuesand while such low shear regions are usually 
partly offset by high shear elsewhere, it is not difficult to believe that the 
overall friction drag estimate could be in error by lC$ or more. However, models 
A and B are smooth and at zero incidence are free from large pressure gradients 
and the 'flat plate' estimate should not be much in error. Node1 C has a 
greater measure of uncertainty and it is unfortunate that the pressure integra- 
tion is not available to provide a comparison in this case, 

A major difficulty arises on all the slender liings when incidence is 
increased. Separated flow from the highly swept leading edges (an3 for the 
body on wing/body arrangements) produces strong coiled vortex sheets above the 
wing with consequent high scrubbing of the local surface. The distribution of 
surface shear is modified and the total skin friction may differ considerably 
from that at eero incidence. There 3s little, if any, experimental evidence to 
indicate the order of difference possible. Present practice is to apply the 
whole of the drag difference due to incidence measured in the tunnel to the full 
scale prediction, i.e. to make no allowance for the possibility that induced 
drag factors obtained in this way may contain an element of skin friction drag 
whxh is sensitive to Reynolds number. 

Apart from difficulties arising from the three-dimensio,lnl character of 
the flow, there is still some doubt about the drag of flat 

5 lates. The 
preferred formulae is that given by Prandtl and Schlichting for low speeds with 
the rntermediate enthalpy method of Scker t and !'~naghan9 to allow for 
compressibility, 

Ef = 
T 

0. lk55 $ (loglo Re$-2'58 

where C f is the mean slun friction coefficient, Te is the absolute temprature 
at the edge of the boundary layer and T* and. Re; are evaluated at the temperature 

corresponding to intermediate enthalpy. At the tunnel Reynolds numbers, this 
formula gxves lower values than would be estimated from the Royal Aeronautical 
Society Data Sheet ourves10 which are derived from Young and Iclrkbyli. Corres- 
ponding estimates at X = 2.0 for both tunnel an3 flight Reynolds numbers are 
tabled below:- 
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-- _--__ ---- 
ReyXM5 bldel A hiodel B .- ------ ---- 

nulliber P. 3. R.Ae.S. ------. - _ . _ _--.._-_ __ __ --- 
I 2 x 106,kt 0.00535 0.00556 

3 x ,oQt 0.001~78 o.cm515 

4 x 106/+t 0.00473 

5 x 106/rt 
o.ooG37 

0.00452 0.0&64 
Full scale 

- 

TARLT 3 

Estxnated turbulent skin friction drag -_ 

The differemes at full scale Z?eynolds nmbers are smaller but of opposite 
sign and thus use of the Prandtl-Schlxhting formula lve.5 a prechctron of the 
full scale performance obtained from, say, the 2 x g IO /ft tunnel results whxoh 
1s about 0.0004 ln drag coei"flclent less favoaxble thnn that obtamed from the 
R.he.S. data sheets. 

3.2 Free transxtion 

The skin frlctlon component in the tests with free transltlon will not be 
far below the value for a fully turbulent boundary layer because the regions of 
1amina.r flow xxdicated by the subl~rat~on technique are not very extensive on 
any of the models; see Flg.4. But the mz:,mtude of the difference cannot be 
estimated precisely without mile lcnovledge of the surface shear In the transl- 
tlon region ard partzxlarly of the relatlonshlp between the she,ar and the 
sublimation pattern. \!lnter, Scott-':llson erd ~avles'~ have compared aeobenzine 
pictures vrlth surface-pltot measurerents on a 100 cone at h: = 3.25 0nd corclude 
that the boundary Indicated by the sublixxt-ion pattern occurs at the upstream 
end of a gradual rise in mean shear from the laminar to the turbulent level. 
It could be argued that subliratlon would occur most rapidly xn the regior of 
hlghent shear, 1.e. at the start of ihe fully turbulent bound ry layer, whxh 
may be a distance eqwtviLent to a Reynolds 2 number of about IO further domn- 
stream, but a natural transltlon front fluctuates rapSlly and the mechanian of 
sublimation UI thx region 1s not understood. Consequently the skin frlct.lon 
differences necessary to correct the transltron free results to the fully 
turbulent case have been calculated In three alternettlve ways:- 

(1) by assurmng that the local skin rrlctlon humps directly from the 
lamx~.r bouzlary layer value to the turbulent value, heving the name momentum 
thxkness, at the sublimtlon front, 

(2) by assuming that the local frxtlon rvaes linearly %nth distance 
downstream from the laminar value at the subltination front to the turbulent 
value, having the same momentum thlchess, 
to a Reynolds number of 106. 

at a distance downstrenm eqwvitlent 
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(3) by assuming that (1) applxs in regions irhere turbulence is spread by 
lateral conttination an?l (2) applies in regions where transition occurs 
naturally, as far as it 1s possxble to dxstlnguxsh these areas by close e%amina- 
tion of the sublimation pictures. 

T:,BU 4 

Corrections to trans7.tlon free measurements 

Model A Model B ILoIel C 
Assumption 
(see above) 2.1 x lo6/ft 4.3 x lo6/rt 2.5 x 106/ft 4.35 x 106/ft 4.6 x lo6/rt 

CL = 0 CL = 0 CL=0 %=O tzo.1 

(1) 0.00065 0.00021 0.00046 o.oco36 0. OOOG 
(2) 0.00092 0.00034 0.00069 o.oco52 0.00065 
(3) 0.00088 O.ooO32 0.00063 , 

Drag values obtained by the different techxuques we cconpared in Figs.5, 
ard 7 for models A, B and C respectively. Total drag coefflclents are shown, 
plotted against Reynolds number. The balance measurements for the models with 

6 

roughness are plotted dxectly nhile those ror the models wltnout rougnness are 
adJusted to correspond to the fully turbulent boundary layer case by adding the 
estimated skin frxtion differences from Table 4; a thick vertical line is used 
to show the range of values resulting from the alternative assumptions about 
surface shear in the neIghbourhood of the sublimation front, 

Correspondang total drag coefficients from the pressure plotting tests on 
Models A ard B are obtained by adiiing the skin friction drag values of Table 3 
(Prandtl-Schlichting formula) to the integrated pressure coefficients. These 
total drag curves are shown as broken lines 1x1 Dlgs.5 aIa3 6. 

Examination of F1gs.5 ard 6 reveals that all three methods give consistent 
results provided that a drag due to the roughness band 1s assumed which 
increases in relation to the area of the bad. The drag values obtained by 
pressure plotting plus calculated skin friction ard also those obtained from 
free transitlon tests differ from a 'best fit' curve, whxh 1s drawn as a full- 
line curve in each figure, by less than the estmated eqerimental error ad the 
same can be said of the tests with roughness If the correctdon applred to the 
experimental points to allow for roughness drag 1s assumed to be approxisately 
of the form 

The ratio of areas IS taken from Table 2 and the factor K is about 0.004 at the 
lower end of the Reynolds number range. As the boundary layer becomes thinner 
with increasing Reynolds number, the velocity and vx?cosity over the roughness 
elements change and K becomes larger. This trend is illustrated in Fig.6 where 
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the roughness drag of the 0.5 in. wde bard increases from 0.~005 at 2 x ?oG/ft 
to 0.0008 at 3 x 106/ft. HOVEWX, for the 0.1 in. wide band, which is the size 
most likely to be used in practice, the roughness drag is only about 0.0001 and 
It 1s not necessary to determine K to any great accuracy. 

The results on n;cdel C, F~g.7, do not follow the turbulent skin friction 
law at Reynolds numbers below 3 x l&/ft arxl it seems probable that the transi- 
tion front is still moving forward at the lower end of the test range, ThLs 
difference between the behaviour of the first two mdels and model C my be a 
consequence of the le s 

% 
slender vnng or possibly of the rounded leading edge or 

caniber. Above 3 x 10 /ft., the behaviour is sinular to that of the other m&lels 

values. L - 

and at C - 0 there is reasonable agreement between free and fixed transitLon 

Measurements at incidence have been compared on Model C only (at CL z 0.1) 
and in this case there is a difference between the fixed and free transition 
values of about 0.0003 which is slightly too large to be explained by expel-i- 
mental inaccuracy. The induced drag factor from the tests with free transLtion 
on the wings is about 8[, higher than that obtained from the tests with rough- 
ness. This lack of agreement xay arise either from a change in the external 
flow characteristics about the nlng, in which case the transition fixed tests 
should be more representative of the full scale flow, or i'1.0~7~ changes in shear 
which are not predicted sccurntely by the theory used for estznation of fraction 
fhg. The lift ard pitching moment coefficients are in good agreellant which 
would idicate that any flow changes are not extensive, but quite s1w.11, local 
changes near the leading edges could alter the drag coeff'lcrent by the smoant 
in question. A more d&called Investigation, including measurements of pre:sure 
and local surface Shear, ~3 required to resolve this discrepancy and also to 
help towwas a more refined method of calculating the skin fr3ction on such 
rungs at incidence. 

5 CONCLUSIONS --- 

The experimental evidence at IJ 3 2.1) suggests that for slender wings of 
smooth shape at zero incidence,turbulent skin friction drag canbe estimated 
with sufficient accuracy at tunnel Reynolds nuaioers and balance measurexents 
wath either free transition or artifxc~ally provoked transition can give wave 
drag coefficients within 10.0002 or better. For meaourernents with fixed transi- 
tion, it I.S essential that the roughness used is kept to a minimum and, to this 
ed, a wx-e uniform shape and sise of roughness element than carborundum grit 
LS desirable. 

At incidence, CL = 0.1, the free and fixed transition measurements of drag 
are not in such close agreement aril further investigation IS needed to det~ermine 
whether thas implies any difference in flow outside the boundary layer, In 
general, a IRuch better understaildlng of the boundary layer behaviour on slerder 
wings at incidence is required before tunnel measurercents canbe extrapolated 
with full confidence to full-scale conditions. 
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